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With COVID mission over, Pentagon plans for next pandemic.
Chinese hackers launch cyberattacks against Ukraine amid war.
Biden & EU risk nuclear war unless Putin given an off ramp.
Chinese hackers reportedly target India's power grid.
Particle experiment could spark physics revolution.
Financial fraud shot up 233% last year.
Student suspended for handing out fentanyl-laced candy.
Are tech companies removing evidence of war crimes?
Study of gun injuries quantifies the impacts on survivors & families.
Wastewater monitoring for COVID-19 is growing across the U.S.
Tragic Ukraine story told with drones, satellites and social media.
How Ukraine has defended itself against cyberattacks.
What’s next for defending critical infrastructure?
NSA employee accused of sharing national defense secrets.
iOS 15.4.1—”Update now” warning issued to all iPhone users.
Russia’s Crypto: Rubles for enemies and Bitcoin for friends.
Google issues warning to those who dismiss Russia-Ukraine war.
Russia’s slow cyberwar in Ukraine begins to escalate, experts say.
JPMorgan CEO: dramatic increase of risks ahead for U.S.

New report details ten different hacking operations
which are known to have actively targeted industrial
systems in North America and Europe – and it's warned
that this activity is likely to grow in the next 12
months.
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California oil and gas production is the only way forward.
More than 4K Stanford nurses vote to strike.
Drought could disrupt hydropower electricity generation this summer.
Man who tried to join ISIS sentenced to 20 years
The Golden State’s public schools are not doing their job.
Statewide Health Information Exchange set to launch.
Cities spent huge share of federal Covid relief funds on police.
State gun restrictions are a failure.
California eyes $100M cyber funding boost for community colleges.
Why fining utility companies doesn’t change a thing.
Little snow remains - another sign of a dry and dangerous summer.
State launches updated climate adaptation strategy.
California labor law: how to sue employers.
With students in turmoil, teachers train in mental health.
UCB Crispr pioneer expects to see gene-edited babies within 25 years.
Activist admits to launching DDoS attack against Santa Cruz County.
California setting up statewide medical data-exchange grid.
20% of community college students report experiencing homelessness.
State calling upon Native American tribes to do controlled burns.

Modernizing Our Behavioral Health
Continuum: Sponsorship of Senate Bills to
improve the behavioral health system.
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Are Firefighters Hard to Recruit?
Thousands rally in LA to oppose COVID-19 vaccine mandates.
In response to a recent California Policy Center
analysis that provided an updated calculation of
42 million gallons of sewage entered L.A. waterways in past 15 years.
the average pay and benefits for full-time
firefighters working for cities in California, one
Jury to decide USC coach’s fate in college bribery trial.
commenter claimed that it has become difficult
Protesters arrested after chaining themselves to bank entrance.
to recruit firefighters.
International burglary rings lead to spike in crime in SoCal.
SpaceX: First-of-its-kind launch to the International Space Station.
LA man pleads guilty to interfering with flight crew.
South LA gang leader called ‘boss of bosses’ at start of racketeering trial.
Sacramento shooting suspect wanted in Riverside County since 2015.
‘Unspoken pandemic’: Fentanyl overdoses in SoCal.
BLM purchased $6 Million house in SoCal with non-profit donations.
Metrolink adds 26 trains to its schedule as ridership bounces back.
Volunteers sought for RivCo's Emergency Animal Rescue Program.
Hot air balloon crashes in Riverside County.
L.A. ranks as one of the deadliest cities for rappers.
Judge orders LA sheriff to testify about deputy gangs.
Museum of Riverside receives 19k award to help Native culture.

The County of Riverside Emergency Operations Center is currently activated to Management Watch.

COMMUNICATIONS
• 11 April:
• School of Medicine Online Open House
• 8 April :
• First VCUA Candidate Vision Seminar – Tuesday, April 12th
• 7 April :
• UCR Ecologists study how mountain streams signal climate change
• 6 April :
• New Face Covering Guidelines Take Effect April 11
• Register: UC Cyber Security Summit Online – April 20
• Associate Vice Chancellor of Enrollment Services
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When It Comes To Cyber Risk, You're Only As Safe As Your Vendors
Battling Cybersecurity Risk: How to Start Somewhere, Right Now
Cyber risk now tops concerns among companies
Europe Warned About Cyber Threat to Industrial Infrastructure
The anatomy of cyber risk
A Comprehensive Guide to Cyber Risk Quantification
What is Cyber Risk Quantification? An Analysis of Financial Impact
The cyber risk self-insurance challenge for corporate boards
Cyber risk: Why we need a new approach to handling this explosive threat
Harvard Law School: Overseeing Cyber Risk
Why Supply Chains Are Entering Third Year of Chaos: QuickTake
The metaverse may bring new cyber risks. Here’s what companies can do
Insurable or not insurable? The new questions surrounding cyber risk insurance
Top 10 Considerations in Cybersecurity Risk Management
Illinois Appellate Court Denies Business Interruption Insurance Claim Related to COVID-19
Analysis: Cyber insurers face hefty Ukraine war-related claims, despite fine print
How the invasion of Ukraine impacts the U.S. insurance industry
5 Ways Cyber Business Interruption Differs from Traditional Business Interruption
Cyber the next battle line for your business
Russia War Raises Global Insurers' Cyber Claim Exposure

Cyber Risk
• Cyber risk poses serious threats for businesses around
the world.
• Cyber risk management is no longer just about
preventing breaches.
• The threat environment is becoming more complex
with an increasing number of threat actors, including
nation states, using new and more sophisticated
tactics.

Global Business Risk 2022

Systemic Cyber Risk & Interdependency
• There is growing concern about
“systemic cyber risk”—the
possibility that a single failure
somewhere in cyberspace could
cause widening ripples with
catastrophic consequences.

• Whereas most cyber events have a
narrowly defined set of victims, a
systemic cyber incident could do
damage on a national or even a
global scale—threatening the
digital infrastructure that entire
societies, economies, and
governments rely on to function.
Various forms of interdependency—whether financial, biological, logistical, digital, or otherwise—can increase volatility in
large-scale systems by boosting the chance that any given failure will spread, often in unexpected ways.

Cyber Risk: Market Outlook
• Despite the favorable loss ratio performance,
the cyber insurance market is still relatively
young, and its true claim cost is still uncertain
since we have yet to observe a global market
wide catastrophic insurance loss.
• The recent substantial increase in
cyberattacks and ransomware has increased
the market wide loss ratios.
• Many industry professionals consider a cyber
risk to be systemic if it is uninsurable—based
on the scale of potential losses; loss
correlation across many clients, sectors, and
regions; and the difficulty of modeling and
hedging.
Any events that generate massive correlated losses at a global scale—especially business interruptions, a major worry in
systemic cyber events—will exceed the response capacity of the private insurance market.

Cyber Risk: Business Interruption

Cyber Risk: Business Interruption
Business interruption loss often includes:
1. Income loss

(a.) Net profit (loss) before income taxes.
(b.) Fixed operating expenses including payroll
incurred by the insured if:
• Expenses must necessarily continue during
the period of restoration; and
• Expenses would have been incurred by the
insured had such interruption
or suspension not occurred.

2. Extra expense

(a.) Reasonable and necessary expenses
incurred by the insured during the period of
restoration to minimize, reduce or avoid income
loss.
(b.) Forensic expense—Reasonable and
necessary expenses incurred by the insured to
investigate the source or cause of the failure of
computer security to prevent a security breach.

Cyber Business Interruption Examples

‘NotPetya’ Cyber Insurance Litigation

Cyber Insurance Timeline

